Trainee in Operational Efficiency

About 40% of the world's mobile traffic carried through our networks. Ericsson develops, delivers and manages telecommunication networks by providing hardware, software, and services to enable the full value of connectivity. You will work on challenging projects and develop your skills in the areas you’re most passionate about.

Come and see what makes you and Ericsson a powerful combination!

You as a Process Specialist
- are interested in business process mapping
- offer fresh ideas to make improvements work with outlook, excel & powerpoint
- speak and write in good Estonian & English
- can focus on documenting the workinstructions

You as a Quality Specialist
- get inspired by quality related subjects
- have proactive mindset & the courage to speak your mind
- can understand legislative rules archiving &documents handling
- offer fresh ideas to make improvements
- are interested in working with companybased quality systems

Send your CV
13.05.2019
recruitment.estonia@ericsson.com
keyword “Operational efficiency trainee”

We enable
- personal adviser & a diverse team
- real hands on experiences
- structured training programs
- possibility to combine your studies
- paid internship for 2 – 6 month
- healthcare through coffee, tea & lunch compensation, Sport ID

Teamwork makes the dreams work!